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Summary
Discussion.  Examples of how you can use PL techniques.

UC Berkeley

Ras Bodik CS164: Introduction to Programming

Languages and Compilers, Fall 2014



Announcements

Exam: Monday night, Nov 24, 7pm in 306 Soda

No lecture on Tuesday (before Thanksgiving)

Two lectures after Thanksgiving: team presentations

3 minutes per team; slide templates to be posted

Posters and Demos: during the final exam slot

Dec 16, Kvamme Atrium, SDH, 3-6pm
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rfig
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Rfig: A slide presentation language in Ruby

You need to give talks but get tired of PowerPoint. 
Or you realize you are not a WYSIWYG person.  
You embed a domain-specific language (DSL) into Ruby.

see slide 8 in http://cs164fa09.pbworks.com/f/01-rfig-tutorial.pdf
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The animation in rfig, a Ruby-based language

slide!('Overlays',

'Using overlays, we can place things on top of each other.',

'The pivot specifies the relative positions',

'that should be used to align the objects in the overlay.',

overlay('0 = 1', hedge.color(red).thickness(2)).pivot(0, 0),

staggeredOverlay(true, # True means that old objects disappear

'the elements', 'in this', 'overlay should be centered', nil).pivot(0, 0), 

cr, pause,           # pivot(x, y): -1 = left, 0 = center, +1 = right

staggeredOverlay(true, 

'whereas the ones', 'here', 'should be right justified', nil).pivot(1, 0), 

nil) { |slide| slide.label('overlay').signature(8) }

rfig was developed by Percy Liang, a Berkeley student
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rake 

rake: an internal DSL, embedded in Ruby

Author: Jim Weirich

functionality similar to make

– has nice extensions, and flexibility, since it's embedded

– ie can use any ruby commands

even the syntax is close  (perhaps better):

– embedded in Ruby, so all syntax is legal Ruby

http://martinfowler.com/articles/rake.html
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Example rake file

task :codeGen do

# do the code generation

end

task :compile => :codeGen do

# do the compilation

end

task :dataLoad => :codeGen do

# load the test data

end

task :test => [:compile, :dataLoad] do

# run the tests

end 8
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memoize

Memoize: a replacement for make. 

Author: Bill McCloskey, Berkeley

Allows writing build scripts in "common" languages 

eg in Python or the shell 

rather than forcing you to rely on make's hopelessly 
recondite makefile language. 

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~billm/memoize.html
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Example: a shell script calling memoize

#!/bin/sh 

memoize.py gcc -c file1.c 

memoize.py gcc -c file2.c 

memoize.py gcc -o program file1.o file2.o 
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Example: a python script calling memoize

#!/usr/bin/env python 

import sys 

from memoize import memoize 

def run(cmd): 

status = memoize(cmd)

if status: sys.exit(status) 

run('ocamllex x86lex.mll') 

run('ocamlyacc x86parse.mly') 

run('ocamlc -c x86parse.mli') 

run('ocamlc -c x86parse.ml') 

run('ocamlc -c x86lex.ml') 

run('ocamlc -c main.ml') 

run('ocamlc -o program x86parse.cmi x86parse.cmo 
x86lex.cmo main.cmo')
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How memoize works

Key idea: determine if a command needs to run

Assumptions: a command is a pure function

– its output depends only on its input files

– common for compilers and other build tools 

Computing Dependences (what cmd depends on):

– uses strace to intercept system calls, like open

– r = os.system('strace -f -o %s -e trace=%s /bin/sh -c "%s"' % 
(outfile, calls, ecmd)) 

Computing file modification times: 

– Alternative 1: use system file modification time

– Alternative 2: compute MD5 hash value for a value

Keep dependences and times in a file 13



PL in Software Tools

We discussed three MS projects that helped the company.

Some of them are overviewed in this easy paper
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http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=67481


We discussed three MS projects that helped the company.

Two of them are overviewed in this easy paper

Papers on details:

1. Optimizing binaries with binary rewriting: paper

2. Checking absence of buffer overflow: paper

3. Finding bugs in device drivers: paper
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Talk announcement 

Title: What Happened to the Promise of Software Tools?

Speaker: James Larus, EPFL

Date & Time: Thursday, Nov 20, 2014, 12:00pm

Location: 540AB DOP Cory Hall Lunch will be served

Abstract: Sixteen years ago I started the Software Productivity Tools (SPT) group at Microsoft 
Research, one of the first research groups in what I will call the second wave of software tools. 
The first wave in the 1970s made many innovative research contributions, some of which are 
still being reinvented today, but ultimately had little influence on how software was 
developed. My hope in establishing SPT was to build a new generation of tools that would 
change the way that software was developed at Microsoft and, from there, in the rest of the 
world. By any measure, MSR was extremely successful in jumpstarting a diverse and lively 
research community, but it was far less successful in changing the day-to-day life of a software 
developer. This talk is an attempt to understand what went right and what went wrong and 
where we can go from here.
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Previous cs164 projects.  
What did we miss?

If you’d like to see some of these PAs back in 
the cs164 syllabus, let us know.
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Nine weekly 
projects
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interpreter (abstractions)

parser (syntax-directed xslation, external DSLs)

web browser (embedded DSLs, concurrency)



Language abstractions

prolog

with coroutines, it’s a few lines;

later used 
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yield: full coroutines

bytecode compiler, regex, 
backtracking

interpreter
closures, lexical scoping,

desugaring, iterators



Parsing and external DSLs
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google calculator

syntax-directed translation

disambiguation (%left, %prec)

Earley parser



Web browser: layout and scripting
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Rx

from events to high-order dataflow;
reactive programming a`la RxJS

jQuery
embedded DSL for declarative 
DOM manipulation

layout engine 
from constraints to attribute 
grammars; add OO to language


